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Building an anti-oppression politics that works

—Black Flag Editors

In thinking through the

questions tackled in ―We

shouldn‘t work with

white people…‖ in this

issue, we encountered

an even bigger question:

How do we create

genuinely antioppressive movements

and spaces that actually

confront and help

dismantle systemic

oppressions—white

supremacy, racism,

patriarchy, and so on—

while at the same time

avoiding the ―liberalism‖

often associated with

anti-oppression politics.



What do we mean by

―liberalism,‖ and how

can anti-oppression



politics be ―liberal‖?

Here, ―liberalism‖

means the belief that the

current system of

capitalist economics and

―representative

democracy‖ politics is

basically good, and that

we simply need to make

tweaks and adjustments

to this system (mainly

new legal reforms and

social programs) to

make it work fairly and

justly for everyone. We

contrast ―liberal‖ with

―radical,‖ a political

orientation that views

the status quo as

unalterably corrupt, and

attempts to change how

our society functions

fundamentally ―at its

roots‖ (―radical‖ comes

from a Latin word



meaning ―root‖)—

usually through various

forms of revolutionary

transformation, whether

gradual or in specific

momentary upheavals.

Obviously, anarchist

politics belong to the

―radical‖ category.
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To understand how antioppression politics can

sometimes be liberal (or,

at least, counterradical), we should first

understand what we

mean by ―antioppression politics.‖ The

piece ―Anti-Oppression

Politics in AntiCapitalist Movements‖

from vol. 1 (2005) of the

radical Canadian journal

Con‘t on pg 2



Letter from the Black Flag editors: “You can’t be effective on a burning train” OR

“why anarchism isn’t enough”

…One evening a cousin of Sasha, a

young boy, took me aside. With a

grave face, as if he were about to

announce the death of a dear

comrade, he whispered to me that it

did not behoove an agitator to dance.

Certainly not with such reckless

abandon, anyway. It was undignified

for one who was on the way to

become a force in the anarchist

movement. My frivolity would only

hurt the Cause.

I grew furious at the impudent



interference of the boy. I told him to

mind his own business, I was tired

of having the Cause constantly

thrown into my face. I did not

believe that a Cause which stood

for, a beautiful ideal, for

anarchism, for release and freedom

from conventions and prejudice,

should demand the denial of life and

joy. I insisted that our Cause could

not expect me to became a nun and

that the movement should not be

turned into a cloister. If it meant

that, I did not want it. ―I want



freedom, the right to self-expression,

everybody’s right to beautiful,

radiant things.‖ Anarchism meant

that to me, and I would live it in

spite of the whole world — prisons,

persecution, everything. Yes, even in

spite of the condemnation of my own

closest comrades I would live my

beautiful ideal. –Emma Goldman,

Living My Life, Chapter 5.

In this issue, several important

pieces assess some of the problems

currently facing our movement,

Con‘t on pg 10
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“Building an anti-oppression politics that works” con’t...

Upping the Anti offers the following:

―The modes of resistance and struggle that came out of

liberation movements in the latter part of the 20th

century gave rise to anti-oppression organizing and

politics. Anti-oppression arose out of the left‘s failure to

develop a nuanced approach to questions of oppression

and to consider various forms of oppression as ‗class

issues‘… To the annoyance of some leftists who argue that

capitalism and class form the fundamental basis of all

oppression, anti-oppression organizing seeks to

understand the connections between racism, sexism,

heterosexism, colonialism and class. Anti-oppression

politics have the potential to provide a useful antidote to

reductionist perspectives which leave out the

fundamental roles of patriarchy and racism in

determining both capitalism and class relations‖ (http://

uppingtheanti.org/journal/article/01-anti-oppressionpolitics-in-anti-capitalist-movements/).

We‘re all probably familiar with this type of organizing,

which often (although not always) has the following

features:

--Advocates a theoretical lens of intersectionality, which,

to quote Patricia Hill Collins, avoids ―examining gender,

race, class, and nation, as separate systems of

oppression,‖ and instead analyzes ―how these systems

mutually construct one another‖ (http://is.muni.cz/

el/1423/podzim2012/SAN237/um/HillCollins_Hypatia_Intersections.pdf).

--Emphasizes ―calling out‖ inappropriate or bigoted

behavior and exhorts members of privileged groups (e.g.

white people, men) to ―check their privilege.‖

--Pays close attention to the use of language, and how

subtle linguistic choices can reinforce or reproduce

oppression.



However, with this

rough sketch in mind,

let‘s return to the

question: How can antioppression politics

sometimes function in a

―liberal‖ or counterradical fashion (despite

being well-meaning and

radical in orientation)?

One clue is in the fact that liberal organizations have

adopted them. As Junie Désil, a self-described ―HaitianCanadian feminist community organizer‖ states in the

Upping the Anti piece mentioned earlier:

―Anti-oppression politics, however empowering and

liberatory, does have its drawbacks. It‘s now the new

buzzword in the social activist/education scene, and is

quickly being co-opted and absorbed into mainstream

spaces. In my paid work, I receive phone calls from

organizations, unions, school boards, and university

student groups asking for anti-oppression workshops.

Others call wanting to find out what an anti-oppression

framework would look like and how it can be

implemented, as if doing so will only take a phone call, or

the workshop time requested.‖

However, while this co-optation of anti-oppression

politics by liberal institutions is concerning to radical

activists, it could simply be a sign of (limited) progress

(i.e. mainstream institutions changing) and does not

necessarily reflect badly on the politics themselves.



--Strives to create ―safe spaces‖ that avoid, transcend, and

resist systemic oppressions.



Let‘s examine, then, some concerns raised by radical

activists regarding how the practice of anti-oppression

politics as sketched above sometimes leads to

problematic outcomes:



--Has prescriptions for how privileged (e.g. white or

male) allies, accomplices, or co-conspirators (the choice

of term is associated with different theoretical positions)

should behave in order to avoid reproducing oppression/

privilege.



1. Anti-oppression politics (especially

intersectionality) can mistakenly homogenize

minority groups and blur distinctions between

different groups, struggles, and experiences.



--Centers the lived experience of members of oppressed

minority groups as a guide to analysis and action.

Obviously, these brief bullet points are a rough sketch—

no summary can fully capture the wide and rich array of

an entire field of thought.



For example, centering the experiences of marginalized

individuals as a unit of analysis—an admirable goal for

undermining dominant narratives—can sometimes risk

reifying these individuals as ―experts on oppression‖ (a

term CrimthInc has used: http://www.crimethinc.com/

texts/atoz/underminingoppression.php) whose personal

views are assumed to represent whole groups of people,

Con‘t on pg 3
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“Building an anti-oppression politics that works” con’t...

and are therefore unchallengeable. In ―Who Is

Oakland: Anti-Oppression

Activism, the Politics of Safety,

and State Co-optation‖ (2012), a

self-described ―group of people of

color, women, and queers‖ argues

the following:

―No demographic category of

people could possibly share an

identical set of political beliefs,

cultural identities, or personal

values. Accounts of racial, gender,

and sexual oppression as

‗intersectional‘ continue to treat

identity categories as coherent

communities with shared values

and ways of knowing the world.

No individual or organization can

speak for people of color, women,

the world‘s colonized populations,

workers, or any demographic

category as a whole – although

activists of color, female and

queer activists, and labor activists

from the Global North routinely

and arrogantly claim this right.

These ‗representatives‘ and

institutions speak on behalf of

social categories which are not, in

fact, communities of shared

opinion. This representational politics tends to eradicate

any space for political disagreement between individuals

subsumed under the same identity categories…

Demographic categories are not coherent, homogeneous

‗communities‘ or ‗cultures‘ which can be represented by

individuals… Representing significant political differences

as differences in privilege or culture places politics beyond

critique, debate, and discussion.‖ (https://

escalatingidentity.wordpress.com/2012/04/30/who-isoakland-anti-oppression-politics-decolonization-and-thestate/).

The quoted passage highlights the uncomfortable truth

that anti-oppression politics, when misapplied or

carelessly pursued, can stifle honest discussion/debate

within activist communities by insisting that differences in

viewpoint are in fact differences in identity. Disagreement

between people perceived to be ―on the same side‖

becomes unfathomable. This attitude can lead to

dogmatism, and the belief that ―anyone who disagrees

with me is a bigot and/or a bad person.‖



Similarly, as the passage argues,

anti-oppression politics can

sometimes reproduce the

stereotype that a minority

individual ―represents‖ an entire

minority group. This stereotype is

not far-removed from the racist

belief that white males, as

members of the dominant,

―normative‖ group, are

individuals, unique from every

other; minorities, on the other

hand, form an undifferentiated

mass—―blacks,‖ ―queers,‖

―immigrants‖—that can be

lumped together . Any individual

identity they may have is

presumed to be secondary to their

group identity. Obviously,

avoiding such essentialist

thinking must be a goal of radical

groups striving to eradicate

oppression.

2. In rightly trying to

overcome the failure of past

left movements to deal

adequately with various

oppressions, anti-oppression

politics can sometimes

wrongly ignore the

importance of class as a near-universal

oppressive factor.

We alluded to this point in ―We shouldn‘t work with white

people…‖ included in this issue. In ―Anarchism and the

Black Revolution‖ (1993), former-Black-Panther-turnedBlack-anarchist Lorenzo Kom‘boa Ervin reminds us of the

importance of class analysis in understanding racial

politics:

―The continual subjugation of the masses depends on

competition and internal disunity. As long as

discrimination exists, and racial or ethnic minorities are

oppressed, the entire working class is oppressed and

weakened. This is so because the Capitalist class is able to

use racism to drive down the wages of individual

segments of the working class by inciting racial

antagonism and forcing a fight for jobs and services. This

division is a development that ultimately undercuts the

living standards of all workers. Moreover, by pitting

whites against Blacks and other oppressed nationalities,

Con‘t on pg 6
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Implementing Skillshares in an

Urban Classroom

by MD 5

As a first-year public school educator, I spent this past

year trying to find ways of actualizing the spirit of

anarchism in the classroom. One way in which I did so

was by implementing student-led skillshares in class. For

the sake of my action research, I define a skillshare as a

gathering of people who present and participate in

learning how to use or perform a skill with the purpose of

disseminating capital and/or knowledge. My interest in

doing this came about by becoming aware that there is

still much work to be done in terms of not only the

theory, but the practice, of anarchist and radical

pedagogies in the classroom. I read different books and

articles and noticed that, perhaps unsurprisingly,

nowhere in academia was there mention of skillshares as

a practical application of anarchism, let alone bringing

this informal educational practice into the classroom.



To implement skillshares in the classroom, I first asked

students what skills they had which they think their peers

would find interesting or relevant. About half of the class

had skills that could be implemented, but others had

difficulty thinking of one to implement in class and I had

to work with them to brainstorm ideas. I put the skills on

a ballot and they each voted for their top three, and from

there the classroom‘s top three were chosen to

implement. The four skillshares we ultimately did in class

were on how to defend yourself, how to perform a magic

trick, how to braid hair, and how to do some dance

moves.



It was a tough process at times because the students have

been disenfranchised and taught to think a certain way

about what their role in the world is. Some of those who

presented thought it was difficult to teach others and

others simply were not able to think of a skill. The

students come from working-class backgrounds, and they

have had a very different educational experience

compared to their affluent counterparts. Whereas

students in affluent schools are taught to think critically,

encouraged to take control of their lives and education,

and to take on leadership roles, students from urban

schools are taught to obey, to perform rote tasks, and to

memorize and then regurgitate unquestioned knowledge.

Some would say the school system is broken. But one of

my comrades helped me see that it works like a newly

oiled machine because it meets its goal of churning out a

few leaders for the capitalist class and deeming the rest

―failures‖ (and thus their natural position is as part of the



lower class). Schools produce and reproduce systems of

inequality reflected in society and similarly society

produces and reproduces systems of inequality reflected in

schools. Thus while it was one of my goals of

implementing skillshares to have the students think

outside of the ―you don‘t have any knowledge, skills,

talent, worthiness‖ mindset with which they have been

indoctrinated, it was by no means an easy task. I know I

will need to continue to find ways to have urban students

see themselves as agents in this world.



After having participated in the four skillshares mentioned

above, I had them take a survey and talk about what they

learned as a result of this experience. But I think that

despite these difficulties, students ultimately learned some

powerful lessons about their education, their peers, and

their skills. These are a few of their direct responses when

asked what they learned from participating in the

skillshares we implemented:







―The most important lesson I learned is that other

people know stuff you don‘t.‖







―You can do anything as long as you give it a try.‖







―That don‘t judge a person with the way they look

because they can show some awesome skills.‖







―Everyone has something they could share.‖







―I learned from the people performing the skills were

nervous at first but then they acted normally because

they were doing something that they were confident

about. I learned if you are confident about something

then your fear might go away.‖







―That there are a lot of skills to be taught and learned

besides school.‖







―The most important lesson that I learned was that

something you might think is not a good skillshare can

be very helpful to some people.‖

Con‘t on pg 5
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“Implementing Skillshares in an Urban Classroom” con’t...

It is my hope that utilizing skillshares in the classroom will show a practical application of anarchist pedagogy, as it

currently seems to have focused most of its energy on theoretical work. Theory should be rooted in and investigated

through practice because students and educators need to be provided with tangible opportunities towards liberation.

While implementing skillshares in an urban classroom may add to the literature on anarchist pedagogies which already

exists, it will also provide any and all secondary school educators with an opportunity to harness and circulate the

cultural wealth which students bring into class and that too often goes unnoticed.



Saul Alinksy’s 12 Rules for Radicals

In some ways the Machiavelli of

radical community organizers, Saul

David Alinsky (1909-1972) put

down the following ―Rules for

Radicals‖ in his 1971 book of that

name. While these ―rules‖ might not

be embraced by all of today‘s

anarchists, they certainly provide

some stimulating suggestions to

consider. –Black Flag Editors



(From https://en.wikipedia.org/

wiki/Rules_for_Radicals)

1.



―Power is not only what you

have, but what the enemy

thinks you have.‖ Power is

derived from 2 main sources –

money and people. ―Have-Nots‖

must build power from flesh

and blood.



2. ―Never go outside the expertise

of your people.‖ It results in

confusion, fear and retreat.

Feeling secure adds to the

backbone of anyone.

3. ―Whenever possible, go outside

the expertise of the enemy.‖

Look for ways to increase

insecurity, anxiety and

uncertainty.

4. ―Make the enemy live up to its

own book of rules.‖ If the rule is

that every letter gets a reply,

send 30,000 letters. You can

kill them with this because no



one can possibly obey all of

their own rules.

5.



―Ridicule is man‘s most potent

weapon.‖ There is no defense.

It‘s irrational. It‘s infuriating. It

also works as a key pressure

point to force the enemy into

concessions.



6. ―A good tactic is one your

people enjoy.‖ They‘ll keep

doing it without urging and

come back to do more. They‘re

doing their thing, and will even

suggest better ones.

7.



―A tactic that drags on too long

becomes a drag.‖ Don‘t become

old news.



8. ―Keep the pressure on. Never

let up.‖ Keep trying new things

to keep the opposition off

balance. As the opposition

masters one approach, hit them

from the flank with something

new.

9. ―The threat is usually more

terrifying than the thing itself.‖

Imagination and ego can dream

up many more consequences

than any activist.

10. ―If you push a negative hard

enough, it will push through

and become a positive.‖

Violence from the other side

can win the public to your side

because the public sympathizes



with the underdog.

11. ―The price of a successful attack

is a constructive alternative.‖

Never let the enemy score points

because you‘re caught without a

solution to the problem.

12. ―Pick the target, freeze it,

personalize it, and polarize it.‖

Cut off the support network and

isolate the target from sympathy.

Go after people and not

institutions; people hurt faster

than institutions.
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“Building an anti-oppression politics that works” con’t...

the Capitalist class is able to prevent

workers from uniting against their

common class enemy. As long as

workers are fighting each other,

Capitalist class rule is secure‖

(http://theanarchistlibrary.org/

library/lorenzo-kom-boa-ervinanarchism-and-the-blackrevolution).

Ervin‘s analysis suggests that overemphasis on racial difference actually

serves the capitalist class, by

undermining solidarity between

white and minority workers.

Common Cause Ottawa goes further

in the zine ―With Allies Like These:

Reflections on Privilege

Reductionism‖ (2014):

―Intersectionality is often evoked in a

manner that isolates and reifies social

categories without adequately

drawing attention to common

ground. Crucial to its analysis is an

emphasis on a politics of difference—

it is asserted that our identities and

social locations necessarily

differentiate us from those who do

not share those identities and social

locations. So, for example, a working

class queer woman will not have the

same experiences and by extension,

the same interests as an affluent

woman who is straight. Similarly, a

cis-man of colour will not have the

same experiences and by extension

the same interests as a trans* man of

colour, and so on and so forth. Within

this framework, difference is the

fundamental unit of analysis and that

which precedes and defines identity.

This practice works to isolate and

sever connections between people in

that it places all of its emphasis on

differentiation.

There are seemingly endless

combinations of identities that can be



articulated. However, these

articulations of difference do not

necessarily get at the root of the

problem. As [Patricia] Collins

argues: ‗Quite simply, difference is

less a problem for me than racism,

class exploitation and gender

oppression. Conceptualizing these

systems of oppression as difference

obfuscates the power relations and

material inequalities that constitute

oppression.‘

It is absolutely true that our social

locations shape our experiences,

and may influence our politics.

Acknowledging difference is

important, but it is not enough. It

can obscure the functioning of

oppression, and act as a barrier to

collective struggle. The experiences

of a female migrant who works as a

live-in caregiver will not be the

same as a male worker who has

citizenship and works in a

unionized office. These differences

are substantial and should not be

ignored. However, in focusing only

on difference we lose sight of the

fact that both are exploited under

capitalism, and have a shared

interest in organizing to challenge

Capital. To be clear, this is not to

say that divisions can be put aside

and dealt with ‗after the revolution,‘

but to highlight the importance of

finding common ground as a basis

to bridge difference and organize

collectively to challenge oppression.

In the words of Sherene Razack:

‗speaking about difference…is not

going to start the revolution.‘

Moving beyond a politics of

difference, we need an oppositional

politics that seeks to transform

structural relations of

power‖ (http://

theanarchistlibrary.org/library/

common-cause-ottawa-with-allieslike-these-reflections-on-privilegereductionism).



The conclusions drawn here lead

naturally to the next point.

3. By over-emphasizing

individual privilege, and how to

“check” it, anti-oppression

politics can risk personalizing

systemic oppressions and

undermining attempts to

collectively organize to

overthrow systemicallyoppressive systems.

The constant agonizing in some ―antioppressive‖ spaces over how

individuals can ―check‖ their privilege

seems to involve the implicit

assumption that privilege is a matter

of choice, and can be relinquished by

appropriate personal action. This

assumption forces us to ask: even if a

privileged, university-educated, cisgender white male person, for

example, can be educated or

―checked‖ into behaving ―properly‖

within a particular activist space,

what has this dubious

accomplishment done to undermine

patriarchy, racism, or other

oppressive systems as systems? Don‘t

these oppressive systems continue to

operate out in the world, ready to

―take over‖ as soon as we leave a

designated ―safe space‖? Aren‘t they,

in some ways, baked into all of our

psyches by our having grown up in a

culture of patriarchy, racism,

homophobia, and so forth?

The authors of the ―Who is Oakland‖

piece frame the problem this way:

Con‘t on pg 7
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“Building an anti-oppression politics that works” con’t...

―According to the dominant

discourse of ‗white privilege‘… white

supremacy is primarily a

psychological attitude which

individuals can simply choose to

renounce instead of an entrenched

material infrastructure which

reproduces race at key sites across

society—from racially segmented

labor markets to the militarization of

the border. Whiteness simply

becomes one more ‗culture,‘ and

white supremacy a psychological

attitude, instead of a structural

position of dominance reinforced

through institutions, civilian and

police violence, access to resources,

and the economy. At the same time a

critique of ‗white privilege‘ has

become a kind of blanket, reflexive

condemnation of any variety of

confrontational, disruptive protest

while bringing the focus back to

reforming the behavior and beliefs of

individuals. We contend that

privilege politics is ultimately rooted

in an idealist theory of power which

maintains that the psychological

attitudes of individuals are the root

cause of oppression and exploitation,

and that vague programs of

consciousness-raising will somehow

transform oppressive structures.‖

Their point about condemning

―confrontational‖ direct action as

being only available to the privileged

(particularly able-bodied ―macho‖

white males) who possess the legal,

economic, and social privileges to

mitigate the personal impact of these

actions—an argument many in the

anarchist movement have no doubt

heard—is particularly distressing. It

suggests that marginalized

communities should only engage in

non-confrontational, unprovocative

actions that are ―inclusive‖ of, for

example, the community‘s disabled

and undocumented members—in

essence, what Common Cause

Ottawa calls an ―implicit pacifism.‖



In anarchist thought, which respects

the right of individuals and groups

to choose for themselves how to

engage in struggle (diversity of

tactics), this pacifism implicit in

privilege politics seems hopelessly

conservative.

As Delio Vasquez writes in ―The

Poor Person‘s Defense of Riots:

Practical Looting, Rational Riots,

and the Shortcomings of Black

Liberalism‖ (2014; originally in

CounterPunch and reprinted in the

zine ―Revolutionary Solidarity—A

Critical Reader for Accomplices):

―We often suffer from a collective

amnesia about the crucial role of law

-breaking in the history of social

change. Martin Luther King Jr., the

paragon for pacifist protest, was

arrested an impressive thirty times

between 1955 and 1965. And still,

the effectiveness of his militant

pacifism can only be properly

understood against the background

of many other, much more

tumultuous political conflicts—riots

included—that occurred throughout

the civil rights movement. Political

change does not, and never has,

come about through peaceful protest

alone. All tactics of course play a

role—and riots, the threat of

violence, and violence itself are

frequently the context and

background that situate as well as

frame the force and effectiveness of

more mainstream, moderate, and

agreed-on tactics. In a conversation

with Coretta Scott King, Malcolm X,

infamous for his anti-pacifist

rhetoric and direct attacks on

Martin Luther King‘s strategies,

nonetheless stressed to King‘s wife

his awareness of the value of a

diversity of tactics: ‗I want Dr. King

to know that I didn‘t come to Selma

to make his job difficult. I really did

come thinking I could make it



easier. If the white people realize

what the alternative is, perhaps they

will be more willing to hear Dr.

King‘‖ (http://anarchistnews.org/

content/revolutionary-solidaritycritical-reader-accomplices).

No doubt, dismantling the political,

economic, and social basis of

capitalism, statism, patriarchy, and

the thousand other oppressions that

define the modern world will require

confrontational, or even (as a last

resort) violent action, whether or not

we all like it. The violent police

responses to the anti-budget cuts,

Occupy, &amp; Black Lives Matter

movements are a stark reminder of

this sad reality. Checking privilege,

calling out micro-aggressions, and

demanding guilt, compliance, and

submissiveness from relativelyprivileged white/male/middle class

activists is simply not going to cut it.

4. The specialized language and

strict behavioral codes required

to participate in anti-oppression

movements and spaces can

make them accessible only to a

privileged elite (and thus unable

to build a mass movement).

Common Cause Ottawa expresses

this problem in damningly incisive

and succinct terms:

“The culture of anti-oppression politics

lends itself to the creation and

maintenance of insular activist
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Rants: “Anarchy: the Facts and the

Bullshit”

By Rebelnerd. Originally posted on

snipeme.com, March 14, 2008.

As always, we don’t endorse every word written in the pieces

we re-print, but this rant has some valuable insights

nonetheless.—Black Flag editors.



I'm an anarchist.



There, I said it. Today that's become the equivalent of

standing on the street corner with a sandwich sign that

says "I'M INSANE AND I HAVE A BOMB" but I'm not

afraid to admit it. Because I don't have a bomb, and very

few true anarchists do. But the philosophy of anarchism

has become so overhyped, misinterpreted, and slimed by

the media and (big surprise) the government over the last

100 years that what was once considered a legitimate,

albeit radical, political philosophy has been reduced in the

public's eye to a bunch of crazed suicide bombers running

around up blowing buildings in a bleak, post-apocalyptic

hellscape.



Personally, I enjoy discussing politics. I know a lot of

people find it boring but I've always thought it was

interesting and fun. But it annoys me that I often have to

hide my being an anarchist during debates, because the

minute I let it slip they go off into the same old rant,

telling me to go move to Somalia if I want bloody chaos.

Most people don't have a fucking clue what anarchism

really means. It's much more complicated than just

blowing shit up, and I'm not going to go into the whole

system right now. But I do want to clear up some of the

myths surrounding anarchism, and maybe clear some of

the shit out of people's heads.



The classic response that always pisses me off is, of course,

the old "look at Hurricane Katrina! Do you really want

THAT as our way of life?" The answer, obviously, is fuck

no! But people's perception of anarchism has become so

perverted that they see it as a synonym of "chaos." I'm

here to tell you that it's NOT the same thing. Go ahead,

look at Hurricane Katrina. Take a good look at New

Orleans during the aftermath. Housing developments

flooded, rivers of sewage flooding through the city streets,

corpses floating on peoples' front lawns, refugee camps

overcrowded and starved for medicine and shelter. The

city was completely unprepared, and paid the price in

lives. You say it's impossible to create a working anarchist

society in that environment. Well no fucking duh, try

creating ANY system of government in a situation like



that! Go down into some starving, disease-infested project

in New Orleans the day after the storm and try setting up

a democracy. Or a communist collective. Or even a fascist

dictatorship. The people won't care about your plan,

they'll be too busy scavenging for food and dying of

infection. If a hurricane hit an anarchist society, how is

that the anarchists' fault? It's so frustrating and unfair

when people say that New Orleans is an example of the

failure of anarchy, and then point to some idyllic little

town as an example of government's success. Of course

the town looks better, it didn't have a fucking tidal wave

tear it to the ground! (I could also discuss how the

government's slow response was one of the reasons

Katrina was so devastating, or how the police went door

to door confiscating peoples' guns leaving them

defenseless against looters, or how local civilian groups

following anarchist-style strategies were responsible for

many early relief efforts, but that's a different story).



Another shining example that always seems to spring up

in conversation is the Africa reference. Try explaining the

philosophy of anarchism, and some idiot always bursts

out that ―anarchy didn't work in those places.‖ Because

there WASN'T anarchy there! Again, we get that fusion of

anarchy and chaos in peoples' minds. To them it doesn't

matter what the causes of violence were, anything that

involves people killing each other is automatically

anarchy. "Anarchy means warlords constantly fighting

each other, with innocent people caught in the crossfire

like in Somalia!" they say. Well, reread that sentence.

There's one big mistake that undermines their whole

point: if there are warlords, then IT'S NOT FUCKING

ANARCHY!!! Anarchy doesn't mean chaos, it means a

lack of government and laws. If there's some warlord or

mobster sitting on his throne holding his AK-47, issuing

commands to thugs and subordinate drug lords, then how

is that a lack of government? People think that

"government" only means big, industrialized

infrastructures, like in the US, and doesn't apply to gangs

and mobsters. To an anarchist, government simply means

anyone who has power over others. There is no

difference! If anarchists held a successful revolution, the

mafia bosses and gang leaders would be running for their

lives same as the dictators and corrupt CEOs. The

warlords wouldn't gain power; they'd have it torn down

around them! And if some guy did manage to build his

own little mini-empire in an anarchist world, it's the

anarchists and the people's job to bring him down and

restore their freedom. Those crime lords are OUR
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enemies too, so don't lump us all into the same category.

(Interestingly, historians have also presented evidence

that before the Europeans' arrival, many African societies

were organized with no central leadership or formal laws.

A council of elders made decisions but the people of the

tribe were not required to obey—and these people

managed to create some of the first large cities, so they

were by no means ignorant savages randomly killing each

other).



A third typical line that always spring up is "anarchy has

never worked, and it has never contributed anything good

to the world." Looking at the state of anarchism today,

that may sound like a legitimate point. Most "anarchists"

these days seem more interested in breaking windows

than breaking the chains of the oppressed masses. But it

was not always like this, and it can still go back to how it

used to be. So go get that dusty old history book in the

back of the shelf and start flipping through. Look up the

Spanish Civil War, and see who fought on the antifascist

side. Democrats, republicans, Stalinists, communists and,

oh look, anarchists. Anarchists militias and armies like the

Iron Column fought side by side with socialist and

communist allies against the fascist uprising backed by

Hitler and Mussolini, in support of the democratically



elected government Franco was attempting to overthrow.

Yes, that's right. Anarchists were out there busting their

asses in the field, taking down fascist bastards while the

bold, heroic leaders of the US and Britain were still

appeasing old Adolf and turning a blind eye while he

rebuilt Germany's army. And they weren't doing it because

their base had been bombed, or their international trade

jeopardized. They did it because it was the right thing to

do. And what did they get for this? Thanks from the Allies

for their courage? No, more like centuries of persecution.

They got assassinated by Pinkertons and corporate thugs

in the 1800s, blacklisted by paranoid government officials,

blamed for incidents like the Haymarket Riot that new

evidence shows were likely perpetrated by the police, and

stereotyped as a gang of bomb-throwers. You say anarchy

has never worked in the long term. Well no shit, every time

they try it they end up getting attacked by governments!



Look, I'm not going to try and convert your or anything. I

wouldn't be much of an anarchist if I didn't respect your

right to think for yourself. It just pisses me off when people

spew all these myths and stereotypes around without ever

giving anarchism a serious thought. How about doing

some research next time before you accuse others of being

crazy, Einstein.



Update: Washington Congressman

Adam Smith to Support Nestora

Salgado

By Sara Lerner, KIRO Radio Reporter, June 8, 2015

Adapted from: http://

mynorthwest.com/11/2771085/

Renton-woman-imprisoned-inMexico-without-due-process



in jail on made-up charges without

due process.



free where she should be," Smith

said.



Washington Congressman Adam

Smith has announced his support

for a Renton woman imprisoned in

Mexico.



She's been in prison there, mostly in

solitary confinement, for nearly two

years.



Smith says he understands a

grassroots police force sounds like an

odd thing, but it's common across

Mexico, and necessary in rural areas.



Nestora Salgado spent more than 20

years in Renton before heading back

to her hometown of Olinalá, in a

remote mountain village in Mexico.

She started a legal community police

force there to help locals deal with

crime. Her supporters say Salgado's

corrupt political enemies threw her



Congressman Adam Smith says he's

joining in the call for her release

because she's a U.S. citizen and she's

innocent.



"What we want for her and her family

is we want her home. We want her



"It is incontrovertible that Nestora

was acting within the law," he said.

"That's not even debatable."



The governor of the state of Guerrero

even introduced the new community

force in a public ceremony.
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